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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex, heterogeneous 
neurodevelopmental disorder that severely compromises 
the development of social relatedness, reciprocity, and social 
communication. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
estimates that 1 in 68 children are on the autism spectrum, which 
represents a twenty-fold increase since the early 1990s1. As a 
result of heightened societal awareness, there has been substantial 
growth in research that advances our understanding of the genetic, 
neurobiological, and developmental underpinnings of the disorder. 
This has led to improvements in behavioral markers for early 
detection and recommendations for treatment strategies. Although 
there is still no cure for ASD, early identification and intervention 
can make a significant difference in a  child’s IQ, communication, and 
adaptive functioning2-5.

Nonetheless, it is often difficult for families, especially among 
culturally and economically diverse populations, to access 
appropriate services, which ultimately impedes the long-term 
success of these children6 and substantially increases the lifetime 
cost of care7-8. This commentary provides an examination of the 
Pathways Early Autism Intervention (Pathways), a translational 
parent-mediated intervention for toddlers with ASD. Pathways fits 
the service delivery model and principles of Texas’ state-funded 
Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) programs and has been found 
to be effective with culturally and economically diverse families. 
Programs such as Pathways when implemented within ECI programs 
can help states offer cost-effective services, build capacity for their 

ABSTRACT

Early identification and intervention that focus on the core social deficits of 
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are imperative for these children 
to be able to reach their optimal potential. This report examines the Pathways 
Early Autism Intervention (Pathways), a translational parent-mediated, 
naturalistic developmental behavioral intervention (NDBI) for toddlers with 
ASD. Pathways fits the service delivery model and principles of Texas’ state-
funded Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) programs. Pathways was found to be 
more effective than traditional ECI programs in improving early foundational 
social communication skills and in reducing parental stress in culturally and 
economically diverse toddlers with ASD. Pathways shows promise as an 
effective ASD specific intervention with the potential of being implemented 
within publicly funded ECI programs.
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early evidence-based interventions, and break down 
barriers to timely intervention. 

Best practices for toddlers with ASD

There is now sufficient evidence to suggest that 
best practice for toddler-aged children with ASD 
involves parents’ being coached to incorporate specific 
developmental and behavioral strategies into naturalistic 
interactions9-16. Naturalistic developmental behavioral 
intervention (NDBI) models are now considered state of 
the art for treating toddlers with ASD15. This approach 
blends developmental, social pragmatic strategies with 
applied behavior analysis (ABA) techniques to address 
the core symptoms of ASD. Parents are encouraged 
to utilize daily routines and activities and embed 
intervention strategies throughout much of the toddlers’ 
day to promote participation and learning in an authentic 
setting4,5,13,16,17. Parent-mediated NDBI for toddlers differs 
from NDBI and ABA models for children older than 36 
months that take place in homes, clinics, or classrooms, 
one-to-one with a therapist, for 20 to 40 hours a week15. 
Parent-mediated interventions require fewer professional 
service hours because professionals work with and 
support family members in regard to how to engage the 
toddler with ASD in meaningful family activities and daily 
routines,14,16 thereby providing the intensity of service 
delivery recommended by the National Research Council 
(2001)18.

Parent-mediated ASD interventions can be delivered in 
a manner consistent with the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA), Part C Early Childhood Intervention 
(ECI) programs,12,14 IDEA Part C is a federal grant program 
that assists states in operating state-wide programs for 
infants and toddlers with disabilities. These ECI programs 
necessitate the provision of a family-centered intervention 
that enhances the family’s capacity to promote the child’s 
development within the child’s natural environment14,19. 
Thus, early autism intervention programs that can be 
implemented within IDEA Part C programs, can break 
down barriers by providing timely autism intervention to 
these vulnerable toddlers14.

Early ASD intervention as differing from general 
developmental interventions 

It is noteworthy that ECI for toddlers with ASD differs 
from the general developmental ECI that is effective for other 
groups of children4,20. General developmental ECI often 
focuses on the development of words to request and label 
pictures or objects and increases the child’s utterance length 
without regard to a child’s early social and communication 
capabilities. Such linguistically based approaches do not 
provide the social environment necessary to develop the 
social relatedness and reciprocal social interaction that are 
core deficits in ASD20. Optimal outcomes for toddlers with 
ASD are realized when early intervention focuses on core 
social and communication features of ASD15,21 by targeting 
foundational social communication skills, such as face-to-
face reciprocal social interactions,4,9,12,20 that are precursors 
to social understanding22-24.

The Pathways solution

There are a growing number of parent-mediated NDBI 
programs for ASD that address social and communication 
skills10,14,16,25. Recently, Rollins and colleagues12,20,26 
evaluated the efficacy of the Pathways program, a 
manualized parent-mediated NDBI for toddlers with ASD.  
Pathways was developed for use in IDEA Part C programs 
to facilitate access to timely and appropriate treatment for 
toddlers with ASD. Pathways’ interventionists made weekly 
visits to the toddler’s home and coached the caregiver for 
90 minutes, as schedules permitted. The program includes 
parent coaching on an innovative protocol that works 
directly on socially engaged eye contact.  Other NDBI 
toddler programs use interactional strategies similar to 
those of Pathways (e.g., face-to-face reciprocal interactions, 
animation, imitation) but do not work directly on social eye 
gaze (Table 1)4,9,13,16. The importance of facilitating social 
eye gaze as an intervention target has been emphasized by 
Jones and Klin,28 who found that, despite the presence of 
early reflexive gaze to adult eyes, infants with ASD exhibit 
a decline in eye gaze between the ages of 2 and 6 months.  
Their findings suggest that typical social interactions get 
derailed early in development and that intervention that 

Pathways NBDI Other NBDI
Follow child’s lead, limit distractions, use wait time Follow child’s lead, limit distractions, use wait time
Face-to-face dyadic interactions and social sensory routines Face-to-face dyadic interactions and social sensory routines
Immediate and consistent reinforcement of activities and behav-
iors Immediate and consistent reinforcement of activities and behaviors

Facilitation of social eye contact without aversive prompts Facilitation of communication (requesting action and object, naming 
objects)

Use of animation Use of animation
Imitation of the child Imitation of the child
Facilitation of imitation; modeling and expansion of language Facilitation of imitation; modeling and expansion of language

 Table 1. Comparison of Key Components of Intervention. 

Note, bold font indicates differences
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focuses specifically on social eye gaze may adjust the pattern 
of brain activity toward a more typical trajectory20,28,29.

Participants in the Pathways efficacy studies were 
recruited through local ECI programs and community 
centers. Eligibility criteria included (a) being less than 36 
months of age at the start of the study; (b) meeting the 
criteria of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-2 
(ADOS-2)30 for ASD and receiving a research diagnosis by an 
expert clinician; (c) having no other medical, neurological, 
or genetic concerns or disorders; and (d) the primary 
language of the home’s being English or Spanish.

In each of the studies reviewed below, caregiver-child 
dyads were digitally recorded for 10 minutes, using an 
iPad for a wide-angle recording of the interaction (Video 
Stream 1) and using hidden camera eyeglasses worn by 
the parent to capture the child’s eye contact (Video Stream 
2). For each recording, the two streams of digitized videos 
(i.e., iPad and glasses) were segmented into 2- to 5-second 
intervals, depending on the study, and time-linked for 
partial interval coding. Outcome measures were social eye 
gaze (i.e., the number of intervals in which the child smiled 
while simultaneously looking at the parent’s eyes), vocal/
verbal reciprocity (i.e., the number of intervals in which the 
child took at least one vocal or verbal turn, following the 
parent’s initiation). Diversity of communication acts were 
coded using the Inventory of Communicative Acts-Abridged 
(INCA-A)31. Inter-rater reliability, expressed as Cohen’s 
kappa, was high across all coded measures in each study. 

Pathways Phase 1 studies

Using a single-subject multiple baseline across 
participants design with four culturally diverse toddlers 
enrolled in an IDEA Part C program, Rollins and colleages12 
found Pathways to be an effective intervention for 
developing the early foundational social communication 
skills of social eye gaze and verbal reciprocity. Intervention 
effectiveness was measured by visual inspection and by 
percentage of non-overlapping (PND) data points from the 
baseline phase to the intervention phase. PND ranged from 
78-100% in at least three children meeting the criteria for
moderate-to-high effectiveness12.

Social validity showed a high level of satisfaction, as 
parents perceived the intervention as beneficial, easy to 
learn, and easy to incorporate into daily life. Prior to the start 
of the study, all toddlers received general developmental 
ECI services, which focused on generic developmental 
outcomes, for an average of five hours a month for 9.5 
months. Despite the substantial expenditure of time and 
money, the data from the baseline phase suggest that the 
toddlers’ ECI services resulted in little progress toward 
remediating the core symptoms of autism.  

These results were supported by a second case study20. 
Again, the intervention was effective for social eye gaze, 
verbal reciprocity, and social communication outcomes.  
Further, a SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI) portable eye 
tracker was used to measure the change in social eye 
gaze at the beginning and end of five weeks of Pathways 
intervention. The data were collected while the child 
sat on his or her caregiver’s lap in front of a 15-inch LCD 
display. A video of a female actor who was looking directly 
into the camera, singing childhood songs to simulate a 
dyadic interaction, was presented on the laptop that ran 
SMI’s Experiment Center. The percentage of time that the 
child looked at the actor’s eyes increased from 11.4% at 
baseline to 41.4% at the end of the intervention. The latter 
percentage was remarkably similar to the percentage of 
time that a typically-developing child, matched on age 
(29 months), mother’s age (34 years), and language in the 
home (English), looked at the eyes of the actor in the video.

Pathways randomized control trial

In a more recent study, 34 culturally and 
socioeconomically diverse toddlers with suspected or 
confirmed ASD were randomized into a Pathways group, 
a parent-mediated NDBI that worked on communication 
rather than shared eye gaze (Table 1), or a business-as-
usual (BAU) group26,27. The BAU group all attended IDEA 
Part C programs, although some of the children had their 
ECI supplemented with traditional ABA services. Of the 
children, 40% were Medicaid- or CHIP-eligible, which 
means that they qualified for free or heavily subsidized 
health care. In addition, a third of the sample were bilingual 
or monolingual Spanish. Spanish-speaking caregivers 
received a Spanish language manual, and the parents 
were coached in Spanish. A two-way mixed ANOVA tested 
response to treatment for the social communication 
variables. A significant group-by-time interaction found 
Pathways, with its protocol for social eye gaze, was more 
effective in facilitating performance in social eye gaze and on 
a standardized social scale (Vineland Adaptive Behavioral 
Scale32 social composite) as compared to the other two 
groups (partial η2 = .321 and .183 respectively; Figure 
1)26,27. Further, a significant group-by-time interaction
found both the Pathways and the NDBI groups were more 
effective than was the BAU group in facilitating verbal 
reciprocity (partial η2 = .195) 26,27 and communication 
outcomes (partial η2 = .193)26.

Dependent t-tests on pre- and post-parental stress 
scores, (measured by the Parents Stress Index-4 
Short Form)33 found that both Pathways and the NBDI 
interventions had a medium effect on relieving parent 
stress (Cohn’s d=.43 and .58 respectively) where the BAU 
interventions had no effect on parental stress26.

PathwaysNBDIBAU

Social eye contact 

TimeTime

Estimated Marginal Means

Time
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It is noteworthy that the Pathways intervention 
involved coaching parents to facilitate social eye gaze and 
verbal-vocal reciprocity but did not involve coaching them 
on facilitating communication. Nonetheless, toddlers in the 
Pathways group made similar progress on communication 
outcomes as did the toddlers from the group that involved 
coaching parents on facilitating communication. This 
finding suggests that shared eye gaze may be a pivotal skill 
for the development of social skills and, when acquired, 
may have a cascading effect on social communication. Also 
noteworthy is that the BAU group, who were receiving ECI, 
made no progress in critical social and communication 
outcomes. 

Discussion

The studies reviewed here corroborate the necessity 
for IDEA Part C programs to implement ASD-specific 
intervention such as Pathways. Pathways employs a 
90-minute per week parent coaching model that can be
adopted by IDEA Part C providers. Noteworthy was the
finding that children in the control conditions (baseline
phase or the BAU group) made little progress toward
social relatedness despite having received at least an equal
number of hours of intervention each week. Toddlers in the 
control conditions received ECI services that focused on
the development of vocabulary to request, label pictures or 
objects, and increase the toddler’s utterance length without
regard to the toddlers’ early social capabilities. These
children may have made gains in areas not addressed in
this study; however, they did not make gains in the early
foundational social and communication outcomes that are
known to be important contributing factors to an optimal
outcome in toddlers with ASD.21

The symptoms of ASD can cause parent stress 
and interfere with family relationships, learning, and 
development, all of which affect a child’s long-term 
outcomes. Despite there being no cure for ASD, early 
identification and ASD-specific intervention that focuses 
on core social deficits are imperative for these children 
to be able to reach their optimal potential2,3,5,20. Many 
ASD intervention services are extremely costly and are 
accessible mainly to the privileged few. Identifying NDBI 
programs that can be implemented in publicly funded 
IDEA Part C programs that are accountable for reaching 
traditionally underserved populations is greatly needed. 
The studies reviewed here found Pathways to provide the 
intensity of services necessary for change in foundational 
social communication skills that are precursors to social 
understanding. Pathways shows promise as an effective 
focused NDBI that targets core social deficits of ASD, 
reduces parental stress and has the potential of being 
implemented within publicly funded ECI programs.
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Figure 1: Graph of group-by-time interaction for the social eye gaze and Vineland raw. 
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